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1 Introduction

In [7], J. E. Goodman and R. Pollack introduced the notion of an “allowable se-
quence” of permutations of the set[n℄ = f1; : : : ;ng, and used it to encode the com-
binatorial properties of a finite configurationfP1; : : : ;Png of points inR2. This
encoding has since proven useful in solving various problems concerning configu-
rations, as well as arrangements of lines and pseudolines (see, e.g., [6], [8], [15],
and [16]).

In a recent paper, the same authors have extended this combinatorial encoding to
families of mutually disjoint compact convex sets whose pairwise tangent lines
form a simple arrangement (i.e., no two coincide or are parallel), have general-
ized the encoding to apply to families ofconnectedsets withpseudolinepairwise
double tangents forming an arrangement, have used this encoding to give a new
combinatorial proof of the Edelsbrunner-Sharir theorem onthe maximum number
of “geometric permutations” of a family ofn pairwise disjoint compact convex
sets in the plane, and have shown that this theorem extends toa family of n pair-
wise disjoint compact connected sets with pseudoline pairwise tangents forming
an arrangement. In that paper, the authors considered only thesimplecase, where
no two pairwise tangents are identical or parallel; in the present paper, we gen-
eralize their construction, and derive a number of properties of these generalized
sequences, which we callallowable interval sequences: a “local” condition for a
sequence of switches to give an interval sequence, the nonrealizability of allowable
interval sequences by special families of convex sets such as circular disks and line
segments, and their realizability by families of polygons.

We also show how interval sequences can be used to give a simple proof of an old
result of Tverberg’s on(1;2)-separation of convex sets, and — at the same time —
we generalize this result; and we prove a Helly-type theoremfor allowable interval
sequences with the help of a further generalization of thesesequences to the case
where the underlying sets may not be pairwise disjoint. Finally, we discuss the
question of generating allowable interval sequences algorithmically.

For convenience we recall the definition of the circular sequence of permutations
associated to a configurationSof n points in the plane, and its generalization to an
“allowable sequence of permutations.”

As in Figure 1, we project the pointsP1; : : : ;Pn onto a directed lineL, which gives
a permutation of 1; : : : ;n, and we letL rotate counterclockwise. The permutation
changes wheneverL becomes orthogonal to a line connecting two of the points,
and we obtain a sequence of permutations of[n℄,
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Figure 1: A configuration of points and its circular sequenceof permutations: : :1234�2134�2143�2413�4213�4231�
4321�4312�3412�3142�3124�1324 (�1234) : : :

which is called thecircular sequence of permutationsof the configuratonP1; : : : ;Pn,
which has the following properties:

1. The sequence is periodic, and each period breaks up into two half-periods,
in which each term in the second half is just the reverse of thecorresponding
term in the first half.

2. Each ordered pairi; j switches exactly once in each period. (In the example,
we have underlined each ordered pair just before it switches.)

Any sequence of permutations of[n℄ with these two properties is called anallow-
able sequence of permutations.

If there are no parallel connecting lines and no three pointsare collinear, we obtain
a simpleallowable sequence (one in which each move from one term to the next
consists of just a single switch); more generally, several switches of substrings of
a permutation may occur simultaneously.
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We can also derive such a sequence starting with ageneralized configuration, i.e.,
a configuration of points with each pair provided with a “connecting pseudoline,”
these pseudolines forming anarrangement, i.e., any two meeting just once and
crossing there. The basic representation theorem for allowable sequences says that
any allowable sequence comes from such a generalized configuration (see [3] or
[9]).

2 Interval sequences

Basic definitions

Consider a set ofn closed intervals on a linel . If we direct l it makes sense to
speak of the starting and ending point of each interval,i and i0, say, so a simple
encoding of the set of intervals is a permutation of[n℄[ [n0℄, wherei precedesi0 for
every 1� i � n. We call this adouble permutationof [n℄.
Let P = fpkg be a sequence, finite or infinite, of double permutations of[n℄ such
that pk and pk+1 differ by a reversal of one or more pairwise disjoint substrings.
We call P an interval sequence. A switch is an orderedk-tuple, x1 : : :xk, wherefxl ;xmg 6= fi; i0g for k 6= m, of [n℄[ [n0℄. A switch sequenceis a sequenceS= fskg
where eachsk is a nonempty set of switches, each switch insk involving a subset of[n℄[ [n0℄ disjoint from the one involved in every other switch insk. Every interval
sequenceP defines a switch sequenceSP in the following way: letsi 2 SP if every
switch in si occurs in this order inpi and in the opposite order inpi+1. (This is
slightly different from the notation used in [10]: what we call si here is referred to
assi+1 in that paper.) ThusP can be uniquely reconstructed fromp0 andSP. There
are two types of switches, which we will refer to as theseparating switches(those
of the formxy0 or x0y) and thesupporting switches(those of the formxy or x0y0).
For instance, for

pk = 122031043040
pk+1 = 212041034030

we have

sk = f3040;12;3104g
Hence a double permutationp0 and a switch sequenceScan determine an interval
sequenceP. The following shows that they will do so if and only if they dowhen
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restricted to every triple:

Theorem 1. Let p0 be a double permutation of[n℄ and let S be a switch sequence.
S and p0 determine an interval sequence if and only if the restriction of S and p0
to fi; j;k; i0; j 0;k0g determine an interval sequence for every1� i < j < k� n.

Proof. Start applying the given switch sequence to the double permutation p0. If
the entire sequence goes through we are done, so assume that at some point we get
stuck, i.e., we have reached the double permutationpm but are unable to perform
the next switch,xy. Then it is easy to see that we must have one of these two cases:
eitherpm = � � �x� � �z� � �y� � � or pm = � � �y� � �x� � � . But in either case the restriction
of p0 andS to fx;y;z;x0 ;y0;z0g would also get stuck, which we have assumed is not
the case.

Allowable interval sequences

We will focus our attention, here and in most of the sequel, ona special type of
periodic interval sequence. Here we describe its construction. Thereverse r(p)
of a double permutationp is the reversed permutation, with primed indices inp
unprimed inr(p), and vice versa. Notice thatr(p) is also a double permutation.
The reverse of a switch is defined the same way; e.g.,r(xyz0) = zy0x0. We also use
this notation for the terms of a switch sequenceS, i.e. if s2 S thenr(s) is obtained
by reversing every switch belonging tos.

Now let P0 = fp1; : : : ; pN+1g be an interval sequence wherepN+1 = r(p1), with
switch sequenceS0 = fs1; : : : ;sNg. Then the switch sequenceS= fs1; : : : ; sN;
r(s1); : : : ; r(sN); s1; : : : ; sN; r(s1); : : :gwill, together withp1, determine an interval
sequence of period 2N. We can extend this sequence backward as well, using
the periodicity, to give a doubly-infinite periodic sequence. We call this acyclic
interval sequence, and if eachsi of the switch sequence consists of a single ordered
pair it is also calledsimple.

Our goal is to obtain an encoding of finite families of pairwise disjoint convex sets
in the plane analogous to allowable sequences, which encodefinite planar point
sets. Here is the main definition:

A cyclic interval sequence is called anallowable interval sequenceif, for any x 6= y
in [n℄, each of the separating switchxy0 and the supporting switchxyoccurs exactly
once in a full period. (This implies, of course, by the definition of a cyclic interval
sequence, that eachx0y0 also occurs exactly once in a full period; as remarked next,
it also follows that eachx0y does as well.)
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Remark 2. If we restrict an allowable interval sequence to only two elements,x
andy, a full period of the switch sequence contains exactly 8 switches and it is not
hard to see that the interval sequence must contain the following half period (note
thatr(pk+2) = pk+2):

pk = xyx0y0
pk+1 = xx0yy0
pk+2 = xyx0y0
pk+3 = xyy0x0 or yxx0y0
pk+4 = r(pk) = yxy0x0

The corresponding switch sequence is:

sk = yx0
sk+1 = x0y
sk+2 = x0y0 or xy (resp.)
sk+3 = xy or x0y0 (resp.)
sk+4 = r(sk) = xy0

3 Realizability

Let F be a finite family of pairwise disjoint compact convex sets inthe plane. For
simplicity, let us assume that each set contains interior points. Let l be a directed
line in directiond. The orthogonal projection of the members ofF onto l will be
a family of segments, which we record as a double permutationp. We proceed to
rotatel counterclockwise until its direction becomes orthogonal to some common
tangent of a pair of sets inF. As l passes this direction, at least one pair of elements
in p will reverse its order, and we will get a new double permutation p0. Clearly
when we reach the directiond+π, we will arrive at the permutationr(p). We have
the following.

Theorem 3. A family of n pairwise disjoint compact convex sets in the plane de-
termines an allowable interval sequence of period2N, where N� 4

�n
2

�
.

Proof. The fact that we get an interval sequence follows from the discussion above.
It also follows thatpi = r(pi+N), so that the sequence is cyclic. Each pair of mem-
bers ofF determines exactly four common tangents, having at most eight direc-
tions, so that all together the length of the period is at most2N. (For more details
we refer the reader to [10].)
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We denote the interval sequence associated to the familyF by P(F). See Figure 2
for an example of three convex sets giving rise to the following interval sequence:: : :121032030�123102030�123201030�213201030�212031030�213201030��213203010�231203010�232013010�232030110�2332020110�323020110��323012010�321302010�312302010�312301020�313021020�312301020��132301020�132103020�131023020�110323020�110233020�110232030 (�121032030) : : :
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Figure 2: Three compact convex sets and their pairwise common tangents

A family of pairwise disjoint convex sets in the plane is saidto be ingeneral posi-
tion if the pairwise common tangents determine distinct directions.
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Corollary 4. If F is a family of n pairwise disjoint compact convex sets in general
position in the plane, then P(F) is a simple allowable interval sequence of period
2N, where N= 4

�n
2

�
.

Notice that each term of the sequence can also be obtained by sweeping a directed
line (perpendicular to the line onto which we project) from left to right across the
sets; the order in which the sweepline enters and then leavesthe sets determines
the double permutation in the corresponding direction.

An allowable interval sequence is calledstretchableif it comes from some col-
lection of pairwise disjoint compact convex sets. It is shown in [10], using the
corresponding fact about pseudoline arrangements, that not every allowable inter-
val sequence is stretchable. If we restrict our attention tothose that are, however,
we may ask whether these can always be realized by families ofspecial convex
sets, such as disks, line segments, or polygons. The following three theorems an-
swer this question.

Theorem 5. There are stretchable simple allowable interval sequencesthat cannot
be realized by families of circular disks.

Proof. For a pair of disjoint compact convex sets,X andY, in general position, we
can define an order relation� as follows; the two common separating tangents toX
andY partition the plane into quadrants, withX andY lying in opposite quadrants.
If the two common supporting tangents cross in the quadrant containingX, say, we
setX �Y in the ordering. The reader will easily verify that this is encoded in the
interval sequence by the existence of a term� � �y� � �x� � �x0 � � �y0 � � � . Now notice that
if X andY are circular disks of radiusx andy, respectively, thenx< y if and only
if X �Y. So for a family of disks the following can never occur:X �Y � Z� X.
For more general families of convex sets, however, this can occur, as illustrated in
Figure 3.

A

B

C

Figure 3:A� B�C� A

Moreover, we also have
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Theorem 6. There are stretchable simple allowable interval sequencesthat cannot
be realized by families of line segments.

NB: Segments in general position give four tangents per pair, but some projections
do not give intervals; then just “thicken” each segment slightly to separatei from i0
when this happens.

Proof. Given a sets1; : : : ;s4 of segments, notice that any two can be separated by
a line parallel to one of the two. Choose such a separating line for each pair, and
mark a direction on it. Then we have a total of at most eight directions, i.e., at
most four pairs of opposite directions. Choose four lines through the originO in
these four (pairs of) directions. They divide the unit circle centered atO into eight
arcs. Any two directed lines whose directions are those pointing from O into the
same arc must cross the separating lines in the same order, hence must induce the
same ordering on the four segments. Thus there are no more than eight different
orderings on the segments induced by transversals, which shows that there can be
no more than four geometric permutations (see Section 4 for the definition of a
“geometric permutations”).

But it is well-known [12] that a family of four compact convexsets may have as
many as six geometric permutations, and — as shown in [10] — the geometric per-
mutations of a family of compact convex sets are encoded by its interval sequence;
hence not all interval sequences can arise from families of segments

On the other hand, we do have

Theorem 7. Every stretchable simple allowable interval sequence can be realized
by a family of polygons.

Proof. Consider the interval sequenceP(F) of a familyF of pairwise disjoint com-
pact convex sets. For every two setsCi ;Cj 2 F there are 4 tangent linesC1

i j ; : : : ;C4
i j .

For i fixed, consider the arrangementfCk
i j j j 2 [n℄ n fig;k = 1; : : : ;4g. Ci lies in

some (bounded or unbounded) cellC0
i of this arrangement. IfC0

i is unbounded, we
can add a line one side of which, when intersected with the cell, gives a bounded
cell still containingCi. It is then easy to see that the collection of all the resulting
polygonal cells has the same system of pairwise tangents asF, hence defines the
same interval sequence asP(F). See Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Polygonal cells surrounding the given compact convex sets

4 Combinatorial properties

One may think of the allowable interval sequence simply as a combinatorial encod-
ing of families of pairwise disjoint compact convex sets in the plane. As shown in
[10] this encoding can be useful in attacking combinatorialproblems concerning
such families of sets. In this section we will discuss some ofthe combinatorial
properties that are captured by the interval sequence encoding.

Common and partial transversals

Let P be an allowable interval sequence. We callp 2 P a transversal termif it
is of the formp = i1 : : : in j 01 : : : j 0n. Notice that ifP came from a family of convex
sets, any common transversal would give rise to a transversal term since when we
reach it in a sweep of lines parallel to the transversal, we have entered all the sets
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before leaving any. For a general term ofP, if we delete some of the pairs,i andi0,
so that the remaining subpermutation has the form of a transversal term, this will
correspond to a partial transversal.

Geometric permutations

A common transversal to a familyF of pairwise disjoint convex sets induces a pair
of orderings on the family of sets called ageometric permutation. Let pk 2 P(F)
be a transversal term. Ifpk+1 2 P is also a transversal term, simple continuity
arguments show that a transversal corresponding topk+1 must induce the same
geometric permutation on the members ofF as a transversal corresponfing topk.
However, ifpk+1 is not a transversal term then there must have occured a separating
switchi j 0 2 sk, and then — within the same half period — there is a later transversal
term pk0 , for which the corresponding geometric permutation will bedifferent. To
see this consider two transversal termspk andpl (1< l�k) in the same half period
and supposei j 0 2 sk. Then the switchj 0i must occur within the time we reachpl .
There must also be separating switches of the formxy0 that have not yet occured
or else it can be shown thatpk andpl will induce the same geometric permutation.
This means the setsi and j have switched order in the geometric permutation while
x andy have not, so that the geometric permutations are different.This shows that
the interval sequenceP(F) encodes all the geometric permutations ofF .

Separations

Let F be a family of pairwise disjoint convex sets in the plane. A subsetA� F is
said to beseparatedfrom B� F if there is a straight linel such that the members
of A and the members ofB lie in opposite open halfplanes determined byl . The
interval sequenceP(F) will encode all the separations ofF. To see this, consider
a termp2 P(F). The elementsj 01; : : : ; j 0k that precedei1; : : : ; im in p correspond to
membersj1; : : : ; jk 2 F that lie to the left of some (sweep)linel with i1; : : : ; im2 F
lying to the right ofl . Clearly all separations ofF will be recorded in this way. We
use this to give a simple proof of the following observation by Tverberg [14].

Theorem 8. Let F be a family of n pairwise disjoint convex sets in the plane. If
n� 5, then there is a line that separates a member of F from two other members
of F.

Proof. Consider the switch sequenceS of the interval sequenceP(F), which we
may assume is simple by inflating the sets a bit at different rates if necessary. Since
S is periodic we are free to assume thats1 = fi j 0g. It is easily checked that if
the next separating switch is anything other thanj 0i we have passed a direction for
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which some line separates a member ofF from two other members ofF. Therefore
the switch sequence has the property that after a separatingswitch i j 0 the next one
must bej 0i. Note that this implies thatp0 must be a transversal term. And after the
next two separating switches we have a new transversal term and a new geometric
permutation. In a half-period of a simple allowable interval sequence there are
precisely 2

�n
2

�
separating switches, and if we assume there is no line separating a

member ofF from two others,F must then have
�n

2

�
geometric permutations. But

it is well known that the maximum number of geometric permutations is 2(n�1)
(see [5] for the case of convex sets and [10] for a generalization to simple interval
sequences). It follows thatn< 5.

Corollary 9. Let F be a family of n pairwise disjoint compact connected sets in the
plane, each pair provided with four pairwise tangent pseudolines and a separating
pseudoline, all of these pseudolines together forming an arrangement. If n� 5,
then there is a pseudoline that separates a member of F from two other members
of F and which is compatible with the given arrangement.

Proof. As shown in [10], such a family of sets, together with the given pseudo-
line arrangement, can also be encoded by an allowable interval sequence. Since
the proof above uses only the combinatorial properties of the sequence, and since
the bound of 2n�2 is shown in [10] to hold for families of connected sets with
pseudolinear tangents, it applies as well in this more general case. Hence the result
follows as in the proof of Theorem 8.

A question of Kalai

Let F be a family of pairwise disjoint convex sets and letF 0 = fX jX = conv(A[B)
for A;B2 Fg. What can the interval sequenceP(F) say aboutF 0 ? G. Kalai [11]
asked if it could distinguish between\F 0 being empty or not, and here we answer
this question in the negative.

Theorem 10. There exist families F1;F2 of pairwise disjoint compact convex sets
for which P(F1) = P(F2), yet\X2F 0

1
X = /0 and\X2F 0

2
X 6= /0.

Proof. The familes of sets shown in Figure 5 have this property.
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Figure 5: Two triples of convex sets with the same interval sequence

5 A Helly-type theorem for interval sequences
We now go back to our more general notion, as given in Section 2, of interval
sequences. Our goal is to prove a Helly-type theorem for suchsequences.

Since the Helly theorem we are going to prove is concerned with a point common
to several sets, we can no longer assume that the sets we consider are pairwise dis-
joint. Nevertheless, the definition given at the beginning of Section 3 works just as
well in this more general case.

Definition 11. If F is a family of n compact convex sets in the plane and l is a
directed line, orthogonal projection of the members of F onto l defines a family of n
intervals. As l rotates counterclockwise, these intervals, hence their endpoints, give
us a sequence of double permutations. (Actually a cyclically ordered set of double
permutations — see Example 12 below), which we call the associated interval
sequence P(F) of F.

Example 12. If F = fC1;C2g with eachCi a polygon, say,P(F) may have arbitrar-
ily many terms in it (see Figure 6(a)). By choosing the convexsetsCi appropriately,
we may even get infinitely many terms (see Figure 6(b)).

Definition 13. We say that the (generalized) interval sequence P has a common
point if every term of P is a transversal term, i.e., has the form π1; : : : ;πn;φ1; : : : ;φn,
whereπ is a permutation of[n℄ andφ of [n0℄.
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(b)(a)

Figure 6: Many (resp. infinitely many) terms inP(F)
Theorem 14. If every restriction Pi; j of an interval sequence P to indices i; j; i0; j 0 2[n℄[ [n0℄ has a common point, then P has a common point.

Proof. The hypothesis means that in every term ofP, the indicesfi; jg precedefi0; j 0g for every i; j. Hence no term can look like: : : i0 : : : j 0 : : : , since otherwise
when restricted tofi; j; i0; j 0g the same term would becomeii 0 j j 0, so thatP contains
a common point.

Notice that Theorem 14 says that the combinatorial Helly number of our interval
sequences is 2, as opposed to thegeometricplanar Helly number, which is 3. The
point whose existence is guaranteed by Theorem 14 is only avirtual point, how-
ever, in a sense allied to that of [1], i.e., a “transversal inevery direction.”

6 Examples and computer experiments

In contrast to allowable sequences of (ordinary) permutations of [n℄ — see, e.g.,
[9] — there is no known procedure for generating allowable interval sequences
that is guaranteed not to “get stuck.” (Of course we can then backtrack to an earlier
stage and continue down another path, eventually obtainingall allowable interval
sequences in this way.) In this section, we report on a few computer experiments
on generating simple allowable interval sequences. Allowable sequences can be
generated using a simple greedy algorithm: letting the initial permutation be la-
beled 1; : : :n, we repeatedly switch the leftmost pair of indicesi j such thatj > i.
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The algorithm for generating allowable interval sequences, however, is a little more
involved.

The algorithm discussed below was implemented inPython . The source code can
be obtained at [13].

Given a double permutationP0 (of [n℄), we investigate how a simple allowable
interval sequence containingP0 can be found by applying a sequence of switches
to P0. A natural (greedy) method would be to make the leftmost switch possible.
More precisely, we obtainPi from Pi�1 by making the leftmost switch inPi�1 such
that in the associated switch sequence, the series of switches involving any two
given indicesi; j 2 [1::n℄ follow the order given in Remark 2 above.

As shown in Table 1, this algorithm does not always succeed inobtaining an allow-
able interval sequence containingP0. The algorithm fails if every possible switch
in some termPl violates the order given in Remark 2. Note that if a sequence of
length equal to the half period (4

�n
2

�
) can be obtained then the complete allowable

sequence can be obtained from this. Hence, if the algorithm does fail, it must do
so before 4

�n
2

�
terms are produced.

n Total terms Works Fails
3 90 72 18
4 2520 1272 1248
5 113400 29280 84120

Table 1: The result of the greedy algorithm given above.

A few examples forn= 3 are shown below.� An allowable sequence found by the greedy algorithm. A half period is
shown:

123102030! 213102030!231102030! 321102030! 321201030! 322011030!
321201030! 321203010!321302010! 323012010! 330212010! 323012010!
321302010 : : :� The unique (up to renumbering) double permutations for which the algo-
rithm fails to find a complete sequence: 123103020, 123301020, and 123302010.
(The other double permutations for which this happens can beobtained from
one these three by renaming the sets.)� An example where the greedy algorithm fails:

123103020! 213103020!231103020! 321103020! 321301020! 323011020!
15



330211020 ! 323011020 ! 233011020 ! 231301020 ! 231302010 ! ?

In a half period 4 switches involving each pair of indices arepossible. While
all 4 switches involvingf1;3g andf2;3g occur in the above sequence, only
two switches involvingf1;2g do so. The other two switches (in order) are
120 and 201. Note that the first switch (120) cannot be performed on the last
term as 1 and 20 are separated by 30.

For n= 3, there are a total of 90 possible terms, 36 of which are transversal terms.
Of these only 6 are unique up to renumbering. The greedy algorithm succeeds
in finding allowable sequences for all nontransversal termsand exactly 18 of the
transversal terms. Hence all the terms for which the greedy algorithm fails are
transversal terms, and of these only three (given above) areunique up to renumber-
ing.

We next show that the switch sequence obtained in the case where the greedy algo-
rithm fails is not compatible with any initial double permutation, i.e., the switches
cannot be applied in that order toanydouble permutation and not just to 123103020
as in the example given above. In fact, the largest number of switches (in the or-
der given above) can be applied to the double permutation 123103020. A similar
result holds for the switch sequences obtained from the other two double permuta-
tions, 123301020 and 123302010, for which the greedy algorithm fails to produce an
allowable interval sequence.

The following observation will prove useful.

Remark 15. If a switch of the form ”i j ”, is applied to a double permutationP to
obtain P0, it follows that i must be the predecessor ofj in P and j must be the
predecessor ofi in P0; similarly for the switchesi0 j, i j 0, andi0 j 0.
We show the relative order of the indices in initial double permutationP0 imposed
by the order of the switches, in Table 2.

We next show that the following modified version of the greedyalgorithm does
indeed succeed in generating allowable interval sequencesfor all double permuta-
tions.

To obtainPm, make the leftmost switch inPm�1 such that the restriction
tofi; j;k; i0; j 0;k0g of P0 and the switch sequenceSis contained in some
allowable interval sequence for every 1� i < j < k� n.

That this algorithm works follows from Theorem 1. An exampleof a sequence
generated by this algorithm is given below. Only a half-period is shown.
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Switch num. 1 2 3 4 5 6
Switch 12 13 23 1030 130 230
P0 12 123 123 1231030 1231030 1231030
Switch num. 7 8 9 10 11
Switch 302 32 301 1020 120
P0 1231030 1231030 1231030 123103020 ��

Table 2: The table is split into two for convenience.P0 is the initial double permu-
tation. The middle row contains the switch. In the column of switch numberi, the
bottom row shows the relative order of indices imposed by theswitches 1 toi.

123410203040!213410203040!231410203040!321410203040!324110203040!
342110203040!432110203040!432120103040!432201103040!432120103040!
432120301040!432130201040!432301201040!433021201040!432301201040!
432130201040!432130204010!432130402010!432140302010!432401302010!
434021302010!440321302010!434021302010!432401302010!432140302010 : : :

7 Conclusion

A number of open problems remain concerning interval sequences. Here we men-
tion just five.

Problem 16. Theorem 8 solves a special case of the so-called(1;k)-separation
problem posed by Tverberg [14]: How many pairwise disjoint compact convex
sets in the plane are needed so that one can be separated by a line fromk others? It
should be possible to attack this using interval sequences,just as we have done for
the case of(1;2)-separation.

Problem 17. Many convexity theorems concerning point sets in the plane have a
natural statement in terms of interval sequences. Here is just one: If an indexi is
such that for everyj;k; l there is a term in the interval sequence withi0 preceding
j, k, andl , then is it true that in some term of the sequencei0 precedeseveryother
index? (This would be nothing more than Carathéodory’s theorem, generalized!)

Problem 18. Transversal results and questions of Gallai-type concerning convex
sets can be rephrased in a natural way in terms of interval sequences, for exam-
ple Eckhoff’s theorem [4]: If every three compact convex sets in a family have
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a transversal, there exist four lines such that each set is met by at least one of
them. This may be generalizable to interval sequences, hence to connected sets
with pseudolinear pairwise tangents.

Problem 19. In [2], T. Bisztriczky and G. Fejes Tóth pose a generalization of the
Erdős-Szekeres problem to families of convex sets in the plane, and conjecture that
their problem has the same solution as the original. Since the interval sequence
of a family of pairwise disjoint ovals has a simple structure, this question may be
amenable to combinatorial investigation.

Problem 20. Finally, the representation question looms large as a majorunsolved
problem: Is there a natural geometric object that realizes every allowable interval
sequence, possibly a family of connected sets equipped withpairwise tangent and
separating pseudolines forming an arrangement? This wouldgeneralize the result
[6, 3] that every allowable sequence of (ordinary) permutations of [n℄ can be real-
ized by a generalized configuration, i.e.,n points joined pairwise by pseudolines
forming an arrangement.
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